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About Sheridan

apollo® Magna
Pictured: apollo® Magna Nordic Melange

Established in 1996, Sheridan Fabrications Ltd has grown
to become the UK’s market leading manufacturer of
solid and natural worktops. We are the trusted suppliers
to multiple blue-chip nationwide UK retailers and trade
depots because of our reliability, our commitment to
quality, and our pioneering approach to new product
development.

apollo® Magna is an entry level solid
surface material, affording the same
silky smooth appearance, excellent
resistances and seamless joints from a
significantly more attractive price point.
The mineral based exterior surface is
full-bodied, easily repaired, and comes
in a 6mm thickness. To deliver the same
premium finish along the edges of the
material, we utilise our own V-Groove
manufacturing technology, which
seamlessly wraps this sheet material
around the 28mm moisture resistant
chipboard core.

With market leading machining and fabrication capacity,
Sheridan offers some of the fastest lead times available.
We work around the clock to ensure that every surface is
quality controlled and crafted to perfection.

Accreditations
ISO 9001:2015 - Quality Management
Our accreditation in the latest revision of the ISO 9001 quality management standard is a testament to our company wide
commitment to stringent quality assurance and continual improvement. The approaches championed within this standard
have been critical in allowing Sheridan to consistently improve the effectiveness of our operations.
ISO 14001:2015 - Environmental Standards
We are committed to mitigating any negative environmental consequences of our operations on a companywide level. We are recognised as meeting the latest revision of the ISO 14001 standard in part due to our waste
reduction, active recycling, and on-site water recycling facilities.

Features & Benefits
•

Modular system

ISO 28000:2007 - Supply Chain Security Management Systems
This international standard in security management and supply chain systems qualifies the procedures which Sheridan
has in place to mitigate or prevent entirely any operational threats to our business. Our certification in this standard was
awarded because of our forsight relating to procurement, supply and installation of worktops and accessories.

•

Made to order, therefore no batch issues

•

Home delivery, by Sheridan logistics team

•

6mm Solid Surface material creating a 34mm

ISO 45001:2018 - Health & Safety Management
We are a responsible and mindful employer, with health & safety ingrained into every part of our production and
installation processes. We participate in regular incident & near miss reporting to actively minimise any existing or
potential hazards to the wellbeing of our employees and visitors.
FIRA - Furniture Industry Research Association
We support the Furniture Industry Research Association in furthering research and knowledge to the wider benefit of the
industry. Our active membership in the furniture manufacture community allows us to take an informed and intelligent
approach to new product development, which has allowed us to grow and expand our apollo® line of products.
NSF International - Food Safety Certification
The NSF mark assures customers, retailers and regulators that our products have been rigorously tested, and are
suitable for use in domestic and commercial environments. NSF International itself is a trusted worldwide brand,
which deploys stringent and objective methodology to ensure full compliance with relevant standards.
CHAS - Health & Safety Accreditation
CHAS (The Contractors Health and Safety Assessment Scheme) is an authority of safety standards within the industry
who set benchmarks to define best practice in safety. Our membership and accreditation with CHAS is a reflection of the
standardised health & safety processes which we comply with throughout our operations.
FORS - Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme
We have received Bronze level recognition from FORS for our commitment and achievements in demonstrating best
practice within our logistic operations in the Sheridan fleet of delivery vehicles. FORS grants their awards for showing
exemplary levels of best practice in safety, efficiency, and environmental protection.
Made in Britain
We are proud to be the largest UK manufacturer of luxury worktops in the UK, which is why we wear our Made in Britain
membership with honour. The Made in Britain brand can only be used on products which are manufactured in the UK,
which applies to all of our products.
BIKBBI - British Institute of KBB Installation - Partner
The British Institute of Kitchen, Bedroom & Bathroom Installation is a government sanctioned and not-for-profit
organisation, dedicated to improving standards within the industry. The three pillars of this institute are Education,
Standards and Support, which we help them achieve as one of only six nationwide installation partners.
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worktop
•

Inconspicuous joints

•

Excellent impact and stain resistance

•

Non porous, resistant to mould, bacteria and mildew

•

Easy to clean and maintain

•

Scratches and marks can be polished out

•

Great alternative to laminate worktops

•

apollo® Magna requires no sealing

•

This product can easily be installed by a competent

Pictured: apollo® Magna Ice White Cross

DIY enthusiast
•

apollo® Magna can be installed in a day depending
on the size of the kitchen

•

apollo® Magna can easily be repaired/restored to its
original appearance

•

10 Year limited manufacturers warranty

Pictured: apollo® Magna Ice White

Price: ££££££
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apollo® Slab Tech

apollo® Urban
Pictured: apollo® Slab Tech Ice White

apollo® Slab Tech is a full bodied solid
surface material. Full bodied means the
entirety of its’ thickness is comprised
of the same durable material, allowing
for drainer grooves and curved edging
that would be impossible with laminate
worktops.
As a man-made mineral based surface
material, it is also hygienic, non-porous,
offers high impact resistance, and is easy
to maintain and repair.
The mineral content of this material also
creates the possibility of seamless joins,
both between worktop sections and
moulded sinks; and means that many
scratches and stains can be easily
repaired by sanding.

Features & Benefits
•

Design opportunities with apollo® Slab Tech are

•

be repaired/restored to its original finish

limitless
•

•

In the event of accidental damage apollo® Slab Tech can

The inconspicuous and seamless joints allow for

•

apollo Slab Tech does not require sealing

expansive stretches of worktop with unobtrusive

•

Available as a bespoke or modular item

joins

•

Available in 20mm & 30mm thicknesses

•

10 Year limited manufacturers warranty

apollo Slab Tech will not rot under pressure and is
®

difficult to stain, making it easy to clean and maintain
•

apollo® Slab Tech has excellent impact resistance

•

It will absorb everyday knocks, whereas laminate

Pictured: apollo® Urban with Marmo Bianco apollo® Slab Tech

®

The apollo® Urban is an integrated sink prefabricated
which can be chosen with any apollo® Slab Tech
worktop colour.
The apollo® Urban is a style matched solid surface
sink with a stainless steel base, available with any
apollo® Slab Tech solid surface material.

Price: ££££££

Fabricated from the same high performing solid surface
material as your worktop, the apollo® Urban range is
resistant to impact, bacteria and mildew, is easy to
repair, and comes integrated into the worktop itself with
unobtrusive joins.

and other products could be damaged beyond
repair
•

Due to apollo® Slab Tech being a solid product, it

Features & Benefits

can be cut and machined like wood
•

With regular use of the care & maintenance kit

•

provided, Slab Tech will retain its original beauty and

integrated sink unit

last for many years
•

Slab Tech is a non-porous material, naturally
resistant to mould, bacteria and mildew

•

Slab Tech creates a durable, dent-resistant, stain
resistant and easily repaired surface

6

Extend your chosen worktop style seamlessly into an

Top to bottom - Marmo Bianco , Crushed Cotton, Marmo
Mare Venato, Sea Mist. Right: White Carrara

Pictured: apollo® Urban U752 with apollo® Marmo Mare Venato Slab Tech

•

Safe for use with waste disposal units & boiling water

•

Features a stainless steel base for added durability

•

Waste & overflows included

•

Available in both left-hand and right-hand formats

•

10 Year limited manufacturers warranty
7

apollo® Granite

apollo® Quartz
Pictured: apollo® Granite - Azul Platino

Pictured: apollo® Quartz - Astro Black

Granite is one of the hardest natural
substances on earth. Formed under
intense heat and pressure beneath the
earth’s surface over thousands of years,
it has excellent durability and can contain
spectacular visual characteristics.

The apollo® range of quartz worktops
covers a breadth of different styles.
The classic quartz look of chipped
crystals can be found in most of our
Band 1 Styles. Band 2 adds metallic
finishes, with reflective inclusions which
add a sparkle to the overall worktop
appearance.

Often chosen for its’ strong veining,
beautiful crystallisation, and impressive
strength, each piece of granite is
completely unique. Granite can be found
with inclusions or crystals of any colour;
and can have remarkable varieties in
appearance, from densely packed
crystalline structures, to the inclusion of
bold, coursing veins.

In our more premium bands, we have
matt-effect quartz finishes in Band 3;
which have a finely textured feel and a
soft sheen. In Bands 4 and 5, we have
our premium and exceedlingly popular
veined styles, in the Lyskam Range,
Calcutta Gold, Pietra Grey & Delphin
Grey.

Features & Benefits

Features & Benefits

•

Beautiful timeless appearance

•

•

No two pieces of granite are ever exactly the same

•

Extremely hardwearing, granite is one of the hardest materials

•

on earth

Uniform in colour and pattern a solid through colour 20 &

•

Stain and chemical resistant

30mm quartz surface

•

Scratch resistant, quartz is one of the hardest natural
minerals in the world

Made from 93% quartz crystals and 7% resin binder, glass,
mirror, and colour pigments

•

Low porosity. Unlike natural stones such as granite,

•

apollo Granite worktop can last a lifetime if looked after well

•

Naturally resistant to mould, bacteria and mildew

marble and limestone, it does not require any ongoing

•

apollo® Granite will not scratch under normal use

•

Non-porous, retains a lustrous finish without the need for

treatment to prevent ingression of moisture

•

Easy to clean and maintain

•

10 Year limited manufacturers warranty

•

Fully managed bespoke template & installation service

•

Available in 20mm & 30mm thicknesses

•

Excellent heat resistance

®

Pictured: apollo® Granite - Baltic Brown

Price: ££££££
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sealants or waxes
•

•

Strong & highly durable, 4 to 5 times the flexural strength of •

Fully managed bespoke template & installation service
10 Year limited manufacturers warranty

granite
•

Pictured: apollo® Granite - Titanium Blue full
material sheet 2.8 x 1.4m

Heat & scorch resistant

Price: ££££££

Pictured: apollo® Quartz - Lyskam White
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apollo® Recycled Glass

apollo® Ceramicá

Pictured: apollo® Recycled Glass - Forest Star

Pictured: apollo® Ceramicá - Statuario Satin

apollo Recycled Glass is one of our
fastest growing lines. This new style
of material has a similar strength &
appearance to large-chipped quartz
worktops; but with glass fragments
up to five times the size. This glass is
reinforced with quartz crystals and resin
binders to create a worktop with literal
depth of character; and the quality to last
for years to come.

apollo® Ceramicá is a revolutionary new
surface material, formulated specifically
for exceptional performance and purity.

®

Impervious to all domestic misfortunes,
apollo® Ceramicá can withstand hot
pans, abrasive cleaning, direct chopping,
staining, and discolouration from UV
exposure.
Produced solely from specially selected
minerals, chosen for their resistant
properties, apollo® Ceramicá is fully
recyclable - as unlike quartz it does not
use resin binders. The material is sealed
during manufacture and installation using
a one-time chemically bonding treatment,
which prevents any ingression of dirt,
and resists staining.

With the strength of quartz crystals
reinforcing the high recycled glass
content, apollo® Recycled Glass has
great resilience to heat, abrasion and
bacterial growth.

Features & Benefits

•

•

Uniform in colour and pattern, apollo® Recycled Glass a
solid through colour 30mm recycled glass surface (20mm

•

Strong & highly durable with 4 to 5 times flexural
strength of granite

Features & Benefits

•

Heat & scorch resistant

•

Uniform in colour and pattern

•

Stain and chemical resistant

•

Naturally resistant to mould, bacteria, and mildew

is used for upstands and wall cladding)

•

Scratch resistant. Recycled Glass is extremely hard

•

Comprised of 100% natural minerals

apollo® Recycled Glass worksurfaces are made from 70%

•

Low porosity. Unlike natural stones such as granite,

•

Non porous, retains a lustrous gloss without the need for

•

Fully managed bespoke template & installation service

Low porosity. Unlike natural stones such as granite,
marble and limestone, it does not require any ongoing
treatment to prevent ingression of moisture

recycled crushed glass, 20% powdered quartz and the

marble and limestone, it does not require any ongoing

sealants or waxes

•

10 Year limited manufacturers warranty

remaining 10% polymer resin

treatment to prevent ingression of moisture

•

Excellent durability, 4 to 5 times flexural strength of granite

•

Scratch resistant, Ceramicá is one of the hardest

Does not require stain repellents or sealants

•

Heat & scorch resistant

materials in The world and has a high resistance to

Stain and chemical resistant

scratching

20mm thick slimline worksurface material

•

Naturally resistant to mould, bacteria and mildew

•

Non porous, retains a lustrous gloss without the need for

•

Fully managed bespoke template & installation service

•

sealants or waxes

•

10 Year limited manufacturers warranty

•

Price: ££££££
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•

•

Pictured: apollo® Recycled Glass - Blue Star (Above) and
apollo® Recycled Glass - Forest Star (Left)

Price: ££££££

Pictured: Statuario Satin
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Silestone®

Corian®
Pictured: Silestone® Desert Silver

Pictured: Corian® White Onyx

Quartz is an engineered stone,
consisting of natural quartzite which in
itself has excellent natural resistances. By
reforming this material with resin binders,
engineered Quartz worktops also benefit
from consistency of colour, additional
dimensional stability, and non-porosity,
making the surface hygienic and foodsafe.

Corian® is the original solid surface
material, invented by materials specialists
DuPont™ in 1967. Over 50 years of
continual research and development; in
combination with controlled distribution
through their own quality network, has
made Corian® an internationally trusted
brand.
Corian® solid surfaces are comprised
of 12mm mineral composite material,
backed or supported by moisture
resistant MDF. Solid surface as a material
is capable of seamless joins, is easy to
maintain and repair, and is exceptionally
hygienic.

Cosentino is the global leader in the
production and distribution of natural
stone, quartz, and architectural
surfaces, supplying to over 80 countries
worldwide.
Silestone® is the most well known of all
Cosentino’s properties, and is widely
renowned as a market leading brand of
Quartz worktops.

Features & Benefits
•

Price: ££££££

Uniform in colour and pattern, a solid through colour 20 &

Features & Benefits
•

Design opportunities with Corian® are limitless

•

The inconspicuous and seamless joints allow for
expansive stretches of worktop with unobtrusive joints

30mm quartz surface
•

•

Made from 93% quartz crystals and 7% resin binder, glass,

Corian® will not rot under pressure and is difficult to stain,
making it easy to clean and maintain

mirror, and colour pigments
•

Naturally resistant to mould, bacteria and mildew

•

Corian® has excellent impact resistance

•

Non-porous, retains a lustrous finish without the need for

•

It will absorb everyday knocks, whereas laminate and
other products could be damaged beyond repair

sealants or waxes
•

Strong & highly durable, 4 to 5 times the flexural strength of

•

If Corian® is damaged, it can be repaired and refurbished

granite

•

With regular use of the care & maintenance kit provided,

•

Heat & scorch resistant

•

Stain and chemical resistant

•

Scratch resistant, quartz is one of the hardest natural

Corian will retain its original beauty and last for many years
•

Corian is a non-porous material, naturally resistant to
mould, bacteria and mildew

•

minerals in the world
•

Price: ££££££

Corian® creates a durable, dent-resistant, stain resistant
and easily repaired surface

Low porosity. Unlike natural stones such as granite, marble
and limestone, it does not require any ongoing treatment to

•

Corian® does not require sealing

prevent ingression of moisture

•

Fully managed bespoke template & installation service

•

Fully managed bespoke template & installation service

•

12mm Solid Surface material creating a 37mm profile

•

10 Year limited manufacturers warranty

•

10 Year limited manufacturers warranty

Pictured: Silestone® Blanco Maple
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Care & Maintenance

Natural & Veined Products

Pictured: apollo® Quartz Polish Care &
maintenance kit

Pictured: Silestone® Eternal Calacatta Gold

The apollo® Care & Maintenance
Guide comes included with your
Care & Maintenance Kit and contains
all the information you need to ensure
longevity and lasting performance of
your worktop. The latest version of
all of our guides can be downloaded
from our website at
www.sheridan-uk.com/downloads.

When choosing a worktop, it is
crucial to understand the material
from which it is made.
Different materials can have
differing characteristics in terms of
appearance, care considerations,
colour consistency, joints, draining
grooves, as well as a number of other
factors.
For this reason, Sheridan have
created the Natural Products section
of their website, which explores
and guides you through these
considerations and their implications.

Top Tips

Solid Surface Care

The Natural & Veined Products section of the Sheridan
website can be found through the Sheridan Homepage, or by
visiting www.sheridan-uk.com/naturalproducts.

• Avoid abrasive pads for everyday cleaning, instead using a microfibre
cloth and apollo® Stone Guard.
• Regular cleaning with apollo® Cream Clean will help to build a natural
patina over time, which will resist future staining.

From the homepage of this site, you can explore different
materials, and view a full breakdown of the most important
considerations for each product.

• Abrasive cleaning can roughen the surface, increasing susceptibility to
staining over time.
• For more persistent stains, use apollo® Cream Clean; or soak with
apollo® Stone Guard.

Pictured: Solid Surface Care & Maintenance Kit

Granite Care
• Granite worktops are sealed during manufacture, and during Installation.
• apollo® Stone Seal should be used to restore this protective barrier, which prevents dirt and liquid ingression.
This should be reapplied every 6 months.

Quartz Care
• Avoid rubbing Quartz with abrasive materials, using a Foam Mark & Stain Eraser for persistent stains.
• Use apollo® Stone Guard with a longer contact time to soak persistent stains.
• For Matt Quartz surfaces, use apollo® Matt Stone Paste with plenty of water in a circular motion.

Recycled Glass Care
• Wipe surface with a damp cloth and apply apollo® Stone Guard to remove any oil and fat. Buff with a soft cloth.
• For stains needing further attention, allow apollo® Stone Guard. 30 seconds of contact time before wiping and
rinsing.
• For raised or persistent stains, white non-abrasive scouring pads may be used.
14

Each page also includes a gallery of full-sized slabs for
all veined surfaces. These slab images are also available
through the Product Colour Guide, which can
be found via the link on the last page of
this booklet.

Understanding Natural & Veined Surfaces
The natural & veined products resource gives particular focus to
veined surfaces, which can be a common cause for customer
complaints following installation. The materials listed within this
brochure each have veined finishes available, so you should carefully
consider these factors when choosing your worktop.
For the purpose of clarity, surfaces are considered to be veined if
they contain colours or patterns which are not uniform throughout the
full surface. These colours while an excellent addition to any kitchen
design, carry with them an level of unpredictability which can be a
major factor in customer dissatisfaction if not properly understood.

pictured - An L Joint in apollo Slab Tech Marmo Mare Venato.
As this material has strong linear veining, right-angled joints
such as this will show a change in direction.

Full guides can be found at www.sheridan-uk.com/naturalproducts/
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MATERIAL

ATTRIBUTE

WORKTOP MATERIAL COMPARISON CHART
apollo

AESTHETICS

PERFORMANCE
Heat
Resistant

UV
Resistant

apollo

Repairable

Exterior
application
such as BBQ
areas

Stain resistant but
not stain proof,
spills should be
wiped up
immediately

Hygienic NSF Certified

Resistant to most
chemicals, but
chemicals spills
should always be
wiped away

Can often be
repaired, if
damaged

Not suitable

Can often be
repaired, if
damaged

Not suitable

Stain
Resistant

Not scratch
resistant, but
scratches can be
polished out

Seamless

Upstands

Sinks

Joints are smooth
seamless and
homogeneous

Square upstand
joins are visible

Sinks have visible
joints

Non porous
resistant to
mould, mildew
and bacteria

Always use a
Trivet to prevent
heat damage

Resistant
to UV damage

Joints are smooth
seamless and
homogeneous

Square upstand
joins are visible

Sinks have visible
joints

Non porous
resistant to
mould, mildew
and bacteria

Always use a
Trivet to prevent
heat damage

Resistant
to UV damage

Not scratch
resistant, but
scratches can be
polished out

Stain resistant but
not stain proof,
spills should be
wiped up
immediately

Hygienic NSF Certified

Resistant to most
chemicals, but
chemicals spills
should always be
wiped away

Joints are visible

Upstand joints
are visible

Sinks have visible
joints

Granite is a
porous material
seal every 6 months

Heat resistant but
not heat proof
use a trivet to
prevent heat
damage

Not resistant
to UV damage

Scratch resistant,
but you should
always use a
chopping board

Not resistant
spills should be
wiped up
immediately

Porous surface
not classified
by NSF as food
safe

Spills
should always be
wiped away

Joints are visible

Upstand joints
are visible

Sinks have visible
joints

Non porous
resistant to
mould, mildew
and bacteria

Heat resistant but
not heat proof
use a trivet to
prevent heat
damage

Resistant
to UV damage

Scratch resistant,
but you should
always use a
chopping board

Stain resistant but
not stain proof,
spills should be
wiped up
immediately

Hygienic NSF Certified

Joints are visible

Upstand joints
are visible

Sinks have visible
joints

Non porous
resistant to
mould, mildew
and bacteria

Heat resistant but
not heat proof
use a trivet to
prevent heat
damage

Resistant
to UV damage

Scratch resistant,
but you should
always use a
chopping board

Stain resistant but
not stain proof,
spills should be
wiped up
immediately

Hygienic NSF Certified

Joints are visible

Upstand joins
are visible

Sinks have visible
joints

Non porous
resistant to
mould, mildew
and bacteria

Highly
heat resistant
withstands high
temperatures

Highly resistant
to UV damage

Highly scratch
resistant

Highly stain
resistant

Hygienic NSF Certified

Joints are visible

Upstand joints
are visible

Sinks have visible
joints

Non porous
resistant to
mould, mildew
and bacteria

Heat resistant but
not heat proof
use a trivet to
prevent heat
damage

Resistant
to UV damage

Scratch resistant,
but you should
always use a
chopping board

Stain resistant but
not stain proof,
spills should be
wiped up
immediately

Hygienic NSF Certified

Joints are smooth
seamless and
homogeneous

Joints between
coved upstands
and tops are
smooth seamless
and homogeneous

Joints in tops and
sinks are smooth
seamless and
homogeneous

Non porous
resistant to
mould, mildew
and bacteria

Always use a
Trivet to prevent
heat damage

Not scratch
resistant, but
scratches can be
polished out

Stain resistant but
not stain proof,
spills should be
wiped up
immediately

Hygienic NSF Certified

Non Porous

®

magna

Hygienic

Chemical
Resistant

Scratch
Resistant

®

slab tech

apollo

®

granite

apollo

®

quartz

apollo
BMXWT230419

®

recycled glass

apollo

®

ceramicá

16
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Resistant
to UV damage

Resistant to most
chemicals, but
chemicals spills
should always be
wiped away

Resistant to most
chemicals, but
chemicals spills
should always be
wiped away

Chemical
Resistant

Resistant to most
chemicals, but
chemicals spills
should always be
wiped away

Resistant to most
chemicals, but
chemicals spills
should always be
wiped away

Difficult to
repair if damaged

Not suitable

Difficult to
repair if damaged

Not suitable

Difficult to
repair if damaged

Not suitable

Difficult to
repair if damaged

Ideal for external
applications,
such as BBQ’s,
external kitchen
areas.

Difficult to
repair if damaged

Not suitable

Can often be
repaired, if
damaged

Not suitable
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Site Preparation for Template & Installation Visits

3

WE CAN TEMPLATE WHEN TEMPORARY
OR EXISTING TOPS ARE IN PLACE WHEN...
• There is a clear visible path to the back wall edge
• Final plastered wall finish is present and not to be
changed after template
• No Tiles, upstands or cladding/splashbacks are

B

1
6

During the visit the consumer
and/or authorised signatory,
must be present to discuss,
agree and sign off the required
design and details of the order

2

A valid permit or similar must
be provided free of charge
(where relevant), for template,
delivery and instllation.

When splashbacks are required, all items
such as cooker hoods, wall units, sockets,
switches and decorative panels must be in
place for templating.

7

WE CANNOT TEMPLATE A KITCHEN WHEN...
• Full worksurfaces are in situ; including tiles, upstands,
cladding /splash backs
• There are household items including plug-in appliances
present across the worksurfaces
• When Belfast type sinks are in situ with Temporary
Worksurfaces fitted over the sink edges.
• All four sides of the sink area need to be exposed to
enable templating to take place

Gaps greater than 600mm require battening and units that are greater than
600mm require softwood battening (min 20 x 50mm) in the service void.
Additional support may be0 required on sink/hobs wider than 600mm,
in the form of a centre post or support battens.

DIMENSIONS
cm
87.6 ± 0.2
50.6 ± 0.2
5.4
± 0.2
13.3 ± 0.2
91.4 ± 0.2
53.3 ± 0.2
9.7
± 0.2
38.7 ± 0.2

A
C
G

installed • The worksurface area is clear of all household
items including plug-in appliances

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

D

IMPORTANT
CUTOUT DIMENSIONS
ARE CRITICAL

H

4

The sinks and taps, hobs and other appliances
that are to be installed into the worksurfaces must
be available for the Templater, together
with their installation instructions and any other
specific requirements. When an overmount sink
requires a cutout over 500mm deep in a standard
570mm deep unit, we recommend this is
calculated within the design layout, by packing the
unit off the wall 20mm, to give an overall depth of
590mm. Composite and Ceramic sinks, and all
sinks fitted with Waste Disposers, need to be
cradled by the Kitchen Installer prior to template,

5

The planned positions of sinks
taps, hobs and other appliances
that are to be installed into the
worksurfaces must be finalised
and available on site for the
template.

Support needed if over 600mm
min 20 x 50mm softwood
timber battens
Typical area where
front support could
potentially be needed

8

All alterations to walls/structures must be complete
before template, this includes plastering, boarding and
skimming to all walls and window reveals. Tiling and
making good should be completed post installation.

9

All units including peninsulars, islands and breakfast
bars, to be fixed to the wall, level side to side and
front to back and set at their final height, including any
additional fittings, such as legs.
End/Decor
Panel

End/Decor
Panel

10
End/Decor
Panel

11
18
12

The construction of the kitchen
should be such that it is compatible
with the surface type and weight.

12

Range Cookers must be on site
at the template stage,including
installation instructions and any
specific requirements.
Note: See manufacturers instructions
for details of minimum clearance gap.

All end and support panels must be
fixed in position prior to template.
Support panels must be used
between two appliances. A cabinet
door should be available for reference.

ABORTED VISITS
If one or more of these steps are not
complete or available the surveyor
or installer will issue a 1 hour notice
for the items to be completed.
If this is not possible, the visit will be
aborted and a charge will be
applied.
Mains service should be isolated
and made safe prior to
worksurfaces installation.
The worktop supplier will not
disconnect or connect any main
services.
Temporary worksurfaces are not
fitted or supplied by the worktop
supplier between templating and
installation.
We cannot install Acrylic (Corian,
Slab Tech etc) based materials if
the room temperature is too cold
(below 14*c). The room will need to
be heated to an ambient
temperature, to allow for the setting
and boding of the glue and also to
avoid issues with material bow with
these products.

Support Panel

End/Decor
Panel

In a new build, once installed in the
room/house the temperature must
be maintained above this level to
avoid bowing over any overhangs
and spaces over appliances

v5.5b 04.01.2022
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Bianco Calacatta Silestone

Useful Links
Resource

Description

Link

Natural & Veined
Products

Full slab images and detailed
overview of product considerations
for all the products mentioned

https://www.sheridan-uk.com/naturalproducts/

Care & Maintenance
Guide

Complete care & maintenance
instructions for Apollo worksurfaces

https://www.sheridan-uk.com/worktop-care/

Corian Website

Contains manufacturer information,
product guidance and imagery

https://www.corian.com/

Silestone Website

Contains manufacturer information,
product guidance and imagery

https://www.silestone.co.uk/

Sheridan Fabrications Ltd
Don Pedro Ave, Normanton, West Yorkshire
WF6 1TD
www.Sheridan-uk.com
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